The kinetic equation for a Lorentzian gas of particles with spin is investigated for a high external magnetic field. By time averaging over many precession periods the original kinetic equation decomposes into a set of separate equations. Each of them connects only elements of the distribution matrix with the same difference of magnetic quantum numbers. In particular, for the diagonal elements an equation of the Wang Chang-Uhlenbeck-de Boer type is obtained. The pertaining cross sections depend also on the field direction h. The eigenvalues of the dynamical operator are shown to have a positive real part. As an application, the /»-dependent cross sections for spin-l/2-particles and the heat conduction in the high field limit are treated.
Introduction
The kinetic equation for a Lorentzian gas of particles with spin has been derived in 1957 1 and was then used to describe multiple scattering and diffusion of polarized particles 2 ' 3 . In the last decade the kinetic theory of transport and orientation phenomena in pure gases 4 ' 5 and mixtures 6 of rotating molecules in an external homogeneous magnetic field has emerged from that and was applied to many experiments 7 . In the present paper the kinetic equation is investigated in the limiting case of high magnetic field when the precession frequency of the magnetic moments appreciably exceeds the molecular collision frequency. This question has briefly been treated earlier 8 . Here, a more detailed discussion is given. As a special case the diagonal elements, M -M' = 0, obey a closed Wang Chang-Uhlenbeck-de Boer (WUB-) equation 9 . The ensuing cross sections Reprint requests to Prof. L. Waldmann, Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, D-8520 Erlangen, Glückstraße 6. depend also on the direction h of the magnetic field. In the equations for the non-diagonal elements, M -M' + 0, which might be termed "collateral WUB-equations", still the original scattering amplitudes appear.
The eigenvalues of the dynamical operator (sum of precession and collision term) have a positive real part which guarantees the approach of the system ito thermal equilibrium. This is also true for the eigenvalues of the high-field collision term. The corresponding eigensolutions are, in general, nonHermitian.
Finally the theory is applied to spin-l/2-particles where the scattering amplitude is very simple. An expression for the Jl-dependent WUB-cross sections is given. The corresponding WUB-equation is used to treat the heat conduction in a high magnetic field.
Kinetic Equation for High Magnetic Field
The kinetic equation for a spatially homogeneous Lorentzian gas of neutral particles with mass m and spin h s in a homogeneous magnetic field
(1)
Here, / = /(<?, S, t) respectively f = /(c', S, t) is the Hermitian (2 5 + 1) x (2s + l) distribution matrix, co11 = juH/h s denotes the precession frequency of the magnetic moment fx and ft>(/) abbreviates the collision (super-) operator 
are introduced as a special basis of representation, Eq. (1) with (2) takes the detailed form
This will be our starting point in discussing 'the high field limit.
"High magnetic fields" is understood in such a way that the precession time rH = 2 -t/ojh is much smaller than the time Tfree between two collisions, but still larger than the duration rcoll of a collision Troll < TH < Tfree • The condition Tt.(,n ^ Tu implies that the scattering amplitude will be fairly independent of the magnetic field which has already tacitly been assumed in Equation (2) . The condition rH < Tf,.eP means that a particle undergoes many precessions between two succesive collisions. To get rid of the corresponding rapid time variation of ithe distribution matrix we
where fyy (t) is now a function varying slowly with time due to the collisions only. The rapid oscillations are contained in the exponential factor ("interaction picture"). If Eq. (7) is inserted into Eq. (6), if the result is "tranquilized" by multiplication with exp{ -i 0)\\ (M -M') t), and averaging over many precession times N th , and if
This is already the desired kinetic equation in the high field limit. It is important to realize that the elements a mm' of the scattering matrix depend not only on E, e, e but also on the direction h of the magnetic field which had been taken as the axis of quantization. To cope with the boundaries of the ^/''-summation it is sufficient to stipulate that any matrix element of a or / vanishes if the modulus of at least one of its indices exceeds the spin value s.
Diagonal and Nondiagonal Parts of the High Field Kinetic Equation
The kinetic Eq. (8) decomposes into separate sets, one set for each "parallel of the diagonal", i. e. 
This shows that only F's with the same index // are connected.
In the case of diagonal elements, M = M' or «= 0, Eqs. (8) or (9) can be simplified further by aid of the optical theorem for the scattering matrix (completeness and normalization relations). This theorem connects the forward amplitude with integrals over all directions of scattering:
(10)
Here, the abbreviation a =a{E,e',e,s)
for the scattering from direction C into direction <?' has been introduced. Now, in particular for the diagonal elements, one finds from (8), or (9) equivalently.
with the cross sections 0mm" = I aMM'' 1 2 = 0mm" (E,e,e',h)
relevant to a transition M" M between magnetic states. The bar over fyy could be omitted after Equation (7) . Equation (12) is an equation for the occupation numbers /mm alone. So, it represents a kinetic equation of the WUB-itype 9 . Again, the cross sections <>mm" depend on h, our special choice of the quantization axis. More specifically it can be said that they will -as scalars -depend on all the scalars which can be constructed from the unit vectors B, e', h. An example will be given in section 4.
For nondiagonal elements, M + M' in Eq. (8) or // =t= 0 in Eq. (9) , no further simplification is possible. These "collateral equations" still contain the scattering amplitudes, not just cross sections. In
M" in (8) can only be s or -s. In version (9) this means that one has u = ±5, hence m = m = 0. Therefore, simple equations for the matrix elements fSt. s and /_s-s (or F±S;0) alone exist.
Eigenstates of the Collision Operator
The collision operator (2) has the well-known property 3 co(/)t = co(/t) .
From this one concludes that d(f-n/dt=icoE[h-s,f-n_ -co(f-p),
which implies the persistence of Hermiticity: if / -p vanishes at time t, it vanishes at any time.
Let us again look at an arbitrary non-Hermitian / and define the "quadratic entropy" by 5=-/tr(/t/)d 2 e where "tr" means the trace in spin state. The time derivative is, after (1) and its adjoint, expressed by d5/d« = /tr[/t co(/)+oj(/t)/] d 2 e .
The magnetic field term which is purely mechanical does not contribute. Insertion of the detailed form (2) of the collision operator and use of the optical theorem (10) under the trace yields the Htheorem 10 -11 for the "quadratic entropy"
dS/dt = ncfftr[{af-fa) (af-fay]d 2 e dV
= n c ff tr
The second alternative form of the entropy production term follows also by appropriate use of the optical theorem or simply by interchanging / and f in the first expression: as S is symmetrical in f,f f , the same must be true for the production term. The preceding reminder on the H-theorem shall now be used in discussing eigensolutions of the dynamical operator, viz. solutions with exponential time dependence e~COt g
The g*s have to fulfill the eigenvalue equation
In general the eigensolutions g will be non-Hermitian, the eigenvalues co will be complex. From (15) one takes
which means that with g also g f is an eigensolution with co* as the corresponding eigenvalue. Only in passing it shall be noticed that the g's for different co's are in general not orthogonal in some sense.
To obtain orthogonality one has to introduce a second set of eigensolutions, based on the collision (super-) operator o_) t (/) which originates from co{f)
by interchanging the scattering amplitude a and its adjoint a + .
The real part of an eigenvalue is positive co + co* > 0 .
This follows now immediately from (14) : inserting eg for / yields fi f = e-(<o + "*)t gi g hence from (14) (co + co*)/ tr ($r+ g)
The magnetic field does not show up in this relation which therefore is also valid in the high field limit. The positiveness of the real part of the co's guarantees that w T ith increasing time the system goes to thermal equilibrium as far as the directions of the velocity and the spin are concerned.
The positiveness of co + co* for the high field limit must also follow directly from the high field equations (8) or (9) . Indeed, the exponential factor split off in (7) affects only the imaginary part of the eigenvalues. The eigenvalue equation (15), in the notation used in (9), takes the form
The eigenvalues cofl and eigensolutions Gm now have an index /< from the beginning because the kinetic equation decomposes into separate sets characterized by that index. Again, with coß, G/ün also 0Jf*, Glim* is an eigensolution, the latter however corresponding to the ("adjoint") value -//, as an inspection of (18) shows. So, one can affiliate G -fim = G^m* , co _ n = <a* .
These form "adjoint pairs" of eigensolutions. Now let us discuss the positiveness of Re(co^). By multiplying (18) with G"m*, by summation over m, integration over G and by adding the conjugate complex, one obtains, again by use of the optical theorem (10) (co/t + co/) 2 J|G,m| 2 d 2 e m -n c 2 2 JJ | a n + m, n + m G ftm'
Again, the second alternative form of (19) all the eigenvalues, if discrete, signify exponential decay into equilibrium.
Application to Spin-l/2-Particles
In this section the simplest example, namely neutral spin-l/2-particles (e.g. neutrons), is con- 
where n = e'xe
is the vector normal to the scattering plane.
With regard to the special representation chosen in (5) it is useful to decompose the scalar product H S as follows tl S = nz sz + n_ s+ + n+ s_
where nz = tl ll, n± = I (nx + i nv) and s + = sx ± i sy.
With the well known matrix elements of sz, s + , we get
All subcripts have to be ±2. From Eqs. (13, 20, 23) we obtain the following cross sections
oMM'{E,e,e',h)
The first term of the r.h.s. of Eq. (24) describes "fully elastic" scattering, the second term is responsible for transitions between the magnetic substates and is important for spin relaxation phenomena. Equation (24) explicity shows how these special WUB-cross sections depend on scattering geometry and quantization axis. 
the average of which describes a special kind of nonequilibrium velocity-spin-correlation ("azimuthal polarization") typical of spin-l/2-particles. The vectors (25) and (26) are orthogonal and normalized -with respect to the equilibrium distribution /q = Aq/8 ti (A0 = equilibrium number den- 
where $ = arc cos (e • e') is the angle of deflection.
The r.h.s. of (29) also determines the particle diffusion coefficient 10 ; the heat conduction of the Lorentzian gas consists in "diffusion of energy".
For the calculation of the cross coupling coefficients coja , <Ji a xl which are 2 nd rank tensors, the full cross section (24) must be used: 
CO,IS
with A* a~ (w^JVKphwSph) >0.
